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Full-polarized Tomographic Diffraction Microscopy Achieves a Resolution about
One-Fourth of the Wavelength
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We present a marker-free microscope that records the phase, amplitude, and polarization state of the
field diffracted by the sample for different illumination directions. The data are processed with an
appropriate inversion method to yield the sample permittivity map. We observe that the full-polarized
information ameliorates significantly the three-dimensional image of weakly scattering subdiffraction
objects. A resolution about one-fourth of the illumination wavelength is experimentally demonstrated on
complex samples.
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Optical microscopy is an old, popular tool for imaging
microscopic samples. In the past decades, many different
configurations such as confocal, dark-field, phase [1] or the
more recent tomographic diffraction [2] microscopies have
been developed to improve the resolution, the sensitivity,
and/or the contrast of nonfluorescent specimen images. All
these techniques rely on the same physical principle: the
sample interacts with an incident light beam (coherent or
incoherent) and the image is formed analogically or numerically from the scattered far field. In the single scattering regime, a far-field microscope is ideally able to capture
the sample information up to frequency 2= where  is the
illumination wavelength [3]. Thus, the resolution, defined
as the full width at half maximum of the image of a point
object, could, theoretically, reach =4, i.e., half the conventional diffraction limit. In practice, the noise and the
image formation process deteriorate the restitution of the
sample high spatial frequencies. Therefore, the resolution
of the best current microscopes is still about =2 [4].
A promising way for ameliorating the resolution is to
take advantage of the vectorial nature of light. Thus, the
polarization-dependent behavior of a tightly focused beam
[5,6] has been used to improve the resolution of a confocallike microscope along one specific direction [7]. However,
the intrinsic difficulty to combine confocal images
obtained under various incident polarization states [7]
has hampered the use of this approach to reach a resolution
significantly beyond the diffraction limit in all directions of
the image plane.
Another interesting approach is tomographic diffraction
microscopy (TDM) which numerically reconstructs the
sample three-dimensional image from many holograms
recorded under different incident angles. Remarkably, a
transverse resolution about one-fourth of the wavelength
has been observed on elongated objects [8] with TDM. Yet,
this achievement has never been evidenced on a threedimensional specimen. The most likely reason is that
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TDM does not account for the light polarization effect in
the image formation process [9]. The holograms are
obtained for one given polarization state and the reconstruction procedures are based on scalar approximate
models [4,10,11].
In this Letter, we sought to exploit the full potential of
TDM by taking advantage of the light polarization. We
implemented a tomographic diffraction microscope that
records and processes the vectorial complex field scattered
by a sample for any incident polarization state [12]. The
setup, described in Fig. 1, is a modified reflection microscope in which an off-axis holography technique has been
introduced to recover the phase and amplitude of the field
at the microscope image plane. A collimated laser beam
(He-Ne wavelength  ¼ 633 nm), controlled by a mirror
mounted on step motors (Newport NSA12), illuminates
the sample through an air objective satisfying Sine-Abbe
condition with numerical aperture NA ¼ 0:95 (Zeiss

FIG. 1 (color online). Schematic of the full-polarized TDM
setup. M the rotative mirror. BE the beam expander. D the
diaphragm. BS the beam splitter. OL the objective lens. P the
pinhole. L1 the tube lens. L2 and L3 are the relay lenses (f0 ¼
3:5 and 20 cm, respectively). HW1 and HW2 the half-wave plate
on the incident field and reference field, respectively.
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Epiplan-Apochromat 50) under various angles of incidence. At the image plane of the microscope, the field
scattered by the sample, E, reads, overlooking the magnification factor,
E ðrk Þ ¼

Z

1
^ expðikk :rk Þdkk ;
ðes s^ þ ep pÞ
kk <k0 NA 

(1)

where z^ denotes the optical axis of the microscope,
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
^ p^ ¼ s^  k^ with k ¼
 ¼ ð2=Þ2  k2k , s^ ¼ z^  k,
kk þ ^z and (es , ep ) are the s and p complex amplitudes
of the sample scattered plane wave propagating along k.
For each illumination, one records with a CCD camera
(Kappa DX4-1020FW), the interference patterns between
E and an off-axis reference wave which is successively
polarized along two different directions d^ 1 and d^ 2 [13].
Processing the holograms yields E:d^ 1 and E:d^ 2 from
which (es , ep ) for all kk such that kk < k0 NA are easily
extracted. To obtain the vectorial complex field scattered
by the sample for any incident polarization state, one needs
to record (es , ep ) for two independent incident polarization
states. Hence, the full-polarized TDM mode requires four
intensity measurements for each incident angle (and possibly only two using [12]).
The different incident and reference polarization states
are formed thanks to the half-wave plates that are placed on
the illumination and reference wave paths, see Fig. 1. To
avoid turning off the specular reflection (which is used for
normalizing the data [14]), the incident polarization direc^
tions are pset
pﬃﬃﬃreference ones are d1 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ to x^ and y^ , while the
^
ðx^ þ y^ Þ= 2 and d2 ¼ ðx^  y^ Þ= 2. For comparison purposes, we also considered the classical implementation of
TDM in which the incident and reference polarization
directions are the same, either x^ or y^ . In these configurations (hereafter indicated by x^ x^ or y^ y^ ), the data consist of
the scalar projection of the scattered field on the incident
polarization state. Thus, there are four times less data in the
x^ x^ or y^ y^ modes than in the full-polarization mode.
In this Letter, the samples to be imaged are deposited on
a silicon substrate and are described by a relative permittivity contrast ðrÞ with respect to the planar geometry
[9,15]. The unknown sample permittivity contrast is reconstructed from the TDM data using an iterative inversion
method based on a rigorous vectorial electromagnetic
model of the scattered far field (es , ep ), which, in particular, accounts for the substrate [16]. The algorithm consists
in estimating, iteratively, the relative permittivity contrast
 of a bounded domain W (which is known to contain the
sample), such that it minimizes a cost function representing
the distance between the measurements and the simulated
scattered far field obtained with the permittivity estimation
[9,17]. The minimization of the cost function is performed
using a conjugate gradient algorithm and, to improve the
reconstruction, the unknown relative permittivity in W is
assumed to be real and positive. Note that the method is
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adapted to any TDM data. In the full-polarization mode,
the cost function involves the full vectorial field scattered
by the sample, whereas in the x^ x^ mode, it involves only
the projection of the scattered field.
For investigating the performance of our setup, we consider a sample made of h ¼ 150 nm high resin cylinders
with diameter D ¼ 150 nm and relative permittivity 2
deposited on a planar Si substrate of relative permittivity
15 þ i0:15, and centered at the summits of a square with
sides 300 nm along x^ and y^ as depicted in Fig. 2(a). The
scattered far field is measured in both the full-polarized and
scalar (x^ x^ , y^ y^ ) modes for 10 incident directions in the
(x, z) plane and 10 in the (y, z) plane with azimuthal angles
varying from 50 to 50. With this angular configuration,
the diffraction limit of the microscope is about 0:5=NA 
340 nm, i.e., above the cylinders center interdistance. It is
observed in Fig. 2(b) that, unsurprisingly, the four cylinders cannot be distinguished on a classical wide-field
microscope image (which was synthesized by summing
the image field intensities for all the illuminations).
We first analyze the achievement of a classical TDM
implementation by processing the scalar y^ y^ data with the
usual inverse Fourier transform algorithm [2]. The latter
relies on a scalar, free-space (no substrate), single scattering model which states that the far field scattered in the k
direction by a sample illuminated by a plane wave with
wave vector ki is proportional to the three-dimensional
Fourier transform of ðrÞ taken at ðk  ki Þ. Theoretically,
in a noise-free configuration, the transverse image resolution should be about 0:25=NA  170 nm with our angle
configuration, i.e., below the cylinders center interdistance
[3]. Yet, it is seen in Fig. 3(a) that the simple inversion
scheme fails in retrieving the sample. Its noise sensitivity
(due to the weak number of incidences) and its model
errors are prohibitive for imaging such small objects.
Applying the iterative inversion method to the same
scalar data provides a much better sample estimate. The
cylinders height is now accurately retrieved. However,
their shapes are strongly elongated along the x^ axis,
Fig. 3(b). This resolution anisotropy is a direct consequence of the incident and reference polarization choice,
as was observed in Ref. [7], and will be explained below.
We now turn to the reconstructions obtained either with the

FIG. 2 (color online). (a) Sample geometry. D ¼ 150 nm and
h ¼ 150 nm. (b) Wide-field image of the sample obtained using
spatially incoherent illumination: details of the object are not
resolved.
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FIG. 3 (color online). Sample reconstructions obtained from
the scalar y^ y^ data. (a) Longitudinal and transverse cuts of the
three-dimensional image given by a direct inversion method
based on a free-space scalar model. (b) Longitudinal and transverse cuts of the relative permittivity estimation (" ¼  þ 1)
given by an iterative inversion method based on a rigorous
vectorial model of the data accounting for the substrate and
for the field projection onto the y^ direction.

combined scalar x^ x^ and y^ y^ data, Figs. 4(a)–4(c), or the
full-polarized vectorial mode, Figs. 4(d)–4(f). In both
cases, the four cylinders are accurately retrieved with isotropic resolution, the full-polarized vectorial data yielding
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a better quantitative estimation of the permittivity level.
The resolution, defined as the full width at half maximum
of the reconstructed permittivity peaks, Figs. 4(c) and 4(f),
is about one-fourth of the wavelength.
The role of the incident and reference polarization states
on the image resolution requires a careful analysis. Indeed,
when single scattering is dominant (which is the case for
this sample), the scalar x^ x^ or y^ y^ data give access to the
sample permittivity Fourier coefficients within the same
Fourier domain as the vectorial full-polarized data [15].
Hence, the resolution of the image depends only on the
ability to extract, from noisy data, the permittivity Fourier
coefficients at the highest accessible spatial frequencies.
The latter are conveyed by the far field scattered at high
angles, namely for large k  ki . Now, in presence of a
substrate, the far-field behavior in these directions significantly differs depending on the incident polarization state.
In Fig. 5, we plot the scattered far-field modulus in the kk
plane obtained experimentally and theoretically when the
sample is illuminated under 50 in the (x, z) plane with a
p-polarized (corresponding to the x^ direction for the incident half-wave plate) and s-polarized (corresponding to the
y^ direction) plane waves. We observe that the back scattered field is about twice bigger with the p-polarized
incident wave than with the s-polarized incident wave.
The better signal to noise ratio at high angles obtained
with p-polarized incident waves explains the better resolution along the y^ direction that is observed in Fig. 3(b). To
confirm this interpretation, we plot, in Fig. 6, the relative
permittivity map reconstructed by the iterative inversion
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FIG. 4 (color online). Relative permittivity reconstructions,
" ¼  þ 1, obtained by the iterative inversion method based
on a rigorous vectorial model of the field from the combined
x^ x^ and y^ y^ data (a)–(c) and from the full-polarized vectorial data
(d)–(f). (a),(d) xy section, (b),(e) yz section taken along the
dashed line in (a),(d), (c),(f) reconstructed permittivity along
the dashed line in (b),(e). The full width at half maximum of the
reconstructed permittivity is about one-fourth of the wavelength.

FIG. 5 (color online). Experimental (a),(c) and theoretical (b),
(d) modulus of the far field scattered by the sample illuminated
in the (x, z) plane under 50 of incidence. The scattered field is
normalized by the incident magnitude times 108 . The black disk
on the left indicates the nonexploitable angular domain about the
specular reflection. (a),(b) the incident wave is s polarized. (c),
(d) the incident wave is p polarized. One observes on the right of
the plots that the back scattered field amplitudes, which convey
the highest spatial frequency sample information, are twice as
big in p polarization as in s polarization.
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FIG. 6 (color online). xy (a),(c) and yz (b),(d) sections of the
reconstructed permittivity given by the iterative ‘‘rigorous’’
inversion method from the measured far field. (a) and (b) with
s-polarized incident waves; (c) and (d) with p-polarized incident
waves. The superiority of p illumination for imaging the sample
is evidenced.

method from the scattered vectorial field obtained using
only s-polarized incident waves, Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), or
only p-polarized incident waves, Figs. 6(c) and 6(d). As
expected, the p-polarized mode yields an accurate sample
reconstruction, similar to that of the full-polarized mode,
while the s-polarized mode provides a totally blurred image.
To document further the potential of the full-polarized
TDM, we image a complex sample made of twelve resin
rods of width 100 nm, length 300 nm, and height 140 nm
radially placed at the summit of a dodecagon [Fig. 7(a)].
The sample is illuminated by eight directions of incidence,
defined by a fixed polar angle  ¼ 60 and an azimuthal
angle regularly spaced within 2. The dark-field microscope image, simulated by summing the scattered
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FIG. 7 (color online). (a) Scanning electron microscope image.
(b) Dark-field optical microscope image. (c) Reconstructed permittivity averaged over the sample’s height using full-polarized
TDM data. (d) Permittivity along the dashed circle in (c). Plain
line: full-polarized data; dashed line: the combined x^ x^ and y^ y^
data.
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intensities recorded at the image plane for all the illuminations, displays a blurred ring with no indication of
individual rods [Fig. 7(b)]. In contrast, the full polarized
TDM recovers the twelve rods, Fig. 7(c). The reconstructed
permittivity taken along a circle passing through the
middle of the rods demonstrates that the technique is
able to distinguish the rods whatever their orientation
even though their interdistance is about one-fourth of the
wavelength. On this complex sample, the full-polarized
permittivity reconstruction is significantly better than the
x^ x^ and y^ y^ one, Fig. 7(d), especially for the rods on either
side of the image diagonals.
In conclusion, we have developed the first optical digital
microscope that exploits all the information accessible via
the diffraction process (intensity, phase, and polarization
state of the scattered field for any possible illumination
within the numerical aperture of the objective). In the
single scattering regime, this ultimate microscope is able
to reconstruct permittivity maps with a resolution about
one-fourth of the wavelength. This experimental achievement, which outperforms that of all existing far-field
microscopes, points out the importance of accounting for
light polarization when tackling super resolution and sets a
landmark in optical far-field imaging.
This work has been financed by the ANR SURMITO.
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